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Silage quality more important than quantity (if you have to

choose!)

It is critical to make high quality silage with the lowest NDF

and highest protein and sugars that you can. We have

covered this in every Spring newsletter for the past four years

but here it is again. Check previous newsletters for other info

from us or ask for back copies please. 

Weather conditions often make getting all of this very

difficult so if you have to choose- harvest when the protein is

highest and NDF is lowest usually early in the season.

While it’s great to get high sugars too that does not usually

occur until we get plenty of sunshine and by then the NDF is

much higher leading to quality losses overall.

Of course this depends on where you are in Gippsland- but it

is cheaper to chase energy from a top up source i.e. grain in

the shed as protein is much more costly to buy and high NDF

silage  means the herd can consume less forage which in turn

affects milk production and cow condition.
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Silage Quality more important than quantity. Article by Chris Lawton,
 Browns Stockfeed

How long you wilt for ( time down and think about a mower conditioner and knives in the baler)

How much wrap you use (50 or 70 % stretch ?) 

When you shift it from the paddock and how (early lift and soft hands) 

Using one of the better inoculants (Profile is very good and contain plant based bugs only)

Talk to us re inoculants- we have a lot of combined experience in this area to assist you. 

We can test the fresh product to see if it is ready to cut - then test again after ensiling and before feed out. (what you don’t

measure means you don’t know)

If the tests are very different it will be because there were ME/ true protein losses during ensiling so that needs to be

addressed.

When you cut (is it too late?)

The aim is to harvest and store forage that is as close to the

fresh product as possible- so leaving it down for days or

cutting long pasture is not what we need to do, as quality

suffers.

Ideally if you can pull paddocks out of rotation before they get

past the point of optimum grazing and harvest these then you

should be able to produce quality silage.

I know contractors hate coming for smaller amounts but tough.

..its your investment and if a few close farmers have paddocks

to cut the travel is minimised.

Older pasture species can be tricky to get right as they are

lower in sugar etc so on farm you will need to work with your

current pasture species and cut when they are ready as there

are no hard and fast rules that cover all farms and areas.

But... if traditionally your silage has tested poorly , look at...

Silage costs $ to make so make the best you can from your

pasture

The Browns tech staff are all over good silage- it may mean you

need to rethink how you have always done it but we need RFV to

be high as a measure of excellent silage.  (relative feed values

around 135 not 90-100 ) 

If pasturegetting away in front of you then it’s not going to make

suitable silage for milkers - consider a quick fast graze to limit

pugging and cut a little later when shorter and with higher quality



Feeding cows well for a margin relies on a number of things but mostly depends on high quality home grown feed. Spring pasture

management is very important for producing a good margin from milk production. 

Margin or income over supplementary feed costs is simply calculated as follows: Income less the cost of imported feed on a daily basis

either per cow, per ha or for the farm depending on how you calculate it. 

Spring pasture management impacts pasture quantity and quality which determines pasture intake which affects milk production and

costs and strongly impacts reproductive performance, all of which are very strong drivers of cash surplus or margin.

Pasture quantity is a strong focus for many farmers when pastures are growing more slowly than the herd can eat, ie feed demand is

higher than pasture growth rates. Pasture quality is a strong focus of many farmers once pastures are growing faster than the herd

can eat. Typically pastures start to grow faster than cows can eat at some stage in September and you see many farmers changing

fertiliser type, timing and volume, using faster grazing rotations and topping pastures or making silage when pastures grow faster than

cows can eat.

Spring Pasture Management Sets up your Season Article by Matt Hall,
Browns Stockfeed

As we move into spring, pastures will respond well to blends of fertiliser depending on the available nutrient levels of soils, and it is

important to have and understand your soil tests although sometimes pasture responses to manure and urine patches post grazing tell

the story. A strong response to a manure patch is a phosphorus and nitrogen response and a strong response to a urine patch is a

potassium and nitrogen response. If you are looking at very clumpy pasture growth responses to either manure or urine you will get an

indication of what’s lacking if anything. Although a well interpreted soil test will give you a more defined indication. 

Fertiliser type, timing and volume 

Grazing Rotation 

Spring pastures tend to get more fibrous as the length of the pasture

increases and as the days get longer and the heading date approaches.

We cannot change heading dates but we can change the grazing rotation

length to assist with offering cows lower fibre pastures with lower stem to

leaf ratios. Offering shorter pastures will also likely get lower grazing

residuals which will result in better quality pasture for the next round of

grazing. 

Mowing pastures in front of cows will also result in great residuals and the

best potential pasture quality for the next round grazing, and it won’t be

detrimental to cow intake for this round provided the pasture quality is

reasonable for this rotation. Its not always possible to achieve this as wet

conditions wont allow the best spring pasture management, in wet

conditions you’ll just have to compromise and wait for conditions that allow

the best management given the damage that might have been done.

Silage Quality 
It is a given that early cut silage that is leafy will be higher quality and that the regrowth from that silage will also be high quality.

Silage should only be cut when pastures are growing faster than cows can eat or when there is surplus of pasture, so if pasture levels

are a bit lower than we are comfortable with grazing and topping may be a better option than silage making.



This year has been quite bad for problems in calf sheds like

crypto. Crypto thrives in wet conditions and is difficult to

eradicate. Keeping the bedding dry by using a bedding

conditioner like Naturclean or Delta Sec helps to limit the

spread.

Both available from our store at Leongatha. 

A good calf milk additive to boost the immune system like

Fortimilk Soluplex which contains the immune booster beta

carotene and as it is liquid mixes easily will assist to help the

calves in fighting disease. Also in store now . I used to sell

pallets of this product into the Western District when it was

made by Lienerts- it is now owned by Provico and a very good

product. If Salmonella is your issue we also stock “Calfmax”

which contains a MOS product that stops the bug attaching to

the gut of the calf- we also use MOS products successfully in

herds with Salmonella. Please talk to us as we can help you to

minimise calf losses. 

Calves an issues this season
Article by Chris Lawton,

 Browns Stockfeed

With high export demand over the last few

months we have seen grain prices rise

accordingly. This trend is predicted to remain

into 2022 as Canada, France and Russian

crops are going to be well down on 2021.

On a good note spring rain has been ideal

across pretty well most of the eastern

seaboard, just in time to fill crops before the

coming harvest. Therefore production will be

well above average but most likely below the

record numbers from last years harvest.

Director, Chris Brown

Some Vetch hay has been cut in the Mallee

area of Victoria. Most of Victoria has had rain,

leaving early cut hay crops a bit damp.

Northern Vic farmers have hung off cutting

until the current weather events pass,

although they do look set to continue.

With some fine weather we will see a lot of

hay crops start to be cut. There wont be a lot

of vetch hay on offer as there is quite a bit of

average carry over vetch still in sheds. Also the

weather will play a part in the quality. Cereal

hay is still a few weeks from being cut for hay,

we will mainly see oaten hay at this stage as

wheat and barley will be let go through to

grain.

It may be an interesting season for northern

hay with weather, demand and pricing playing

a part. We will have to wait and see.

Director, Cameron Brown
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